
Unlimited storage for business communications

More archive data sources
• IM/Collaboration tools
• Social Media

“Zix is a great solution for email encryption, 
archiving, and peace of mind for security.”
– Kendall White, VP/CIO, Mount Auburn Hospital

Stay ahead of emerging regulations while fostering a 
business environment that complies with local laws, 
standards, and ethical practices related to business 
communication and content. 

Zix Information Archiving stores an unlimited number 
of files and communications across existing platforms 
such as email as well as emerging ones like Microsoft 
Teams and social media, to protect an organization from 
compliance violations and unplanned litigations. It’s an 
essential replacement for organizations that are moving 
to the cloud and away from aging, on-premise, email-only 
hardware.

FEATURES: 
• Unlimited cloud-based storage and eDiscovery for 50+

data sources
• Proactive dictionary scanning and highlighting
• Data triplication across three geo-redundant

datacenters
• WORM-compatible storage that complies with SEC and

FINRA storage requirements
• Intuitive data classification workflow and message

flagging
• Journal to anywhere technology
• Seamlessly share data with 3rd parties using

SimplyShare technology
• Attachment OCR scanning and content indexing for

searchability
• Message activity history tracks all user activity at

the message level, including exports, views, tagging,
comments, and legal holds

• Case management search organization for litigation
and HR investigations

• Group supervision (optional)
• In-house lexicographers
• Phenomenal Care support

BENEFITS:
Stay ahead of changing regulations with updates 

from Zix’s Compliance Analyst Team
Fast and early case assessment for IT and legal teams 

Time saving supervision for FINRA and SEC regulated 

companies

Quicker HR investigations powered by message 
classification and SimplyShare technology

Robust archiving capability for 50+ business 
communication data sources

Easy to optimize per business needs 

Simple to manage and support with Secure Cloud

Comply with emerging regulations and shield your business
Unified archiving | 50+ sources | eDiscovery | SimplyShare

I N F O R M A T I O N  A R C H I V I N G



Learn more at Zix.com

WHY NOW?
The need for compliance continues to grow and businesses 
are discovering even greater challenges associated 
with discovery, implementation hurdles, audits, surprise 
litigations, legal risks, and even personal liabilities for 
executives.

While compliance can be challenging, our Information 
Archiving helps you to stay ahead of changing regulations 
while maintaining a high level of passive compliance, 
all with a simple and powerful interface that’s easy to 
provision and optimize.

I N F O R M A T I O N  A R C H I V I N G

WHY INFORMATION ARCHIVING?
According to Gartner, 65% of the world’s population in 
2023 will have its personal information covered under 
privacy regulations, up from 10% today. Information 
Archiving lets your organization tackle compliance issues 
and leverage the opportunities that come with having a 
centralized system of record and the ability to store and 
sort communications quickly and efficiently. Plus, as an 
integral part of Secure Cloud, Information Archiving works 
seamlessly with Zix’s other Security, Compliance, and 
Productivity services in our Secure Suite. Together, they 
form a fully integrated platform that allows partners and 
customers to create a secure, modern workplace.


